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Rambling, what a beautiful way to speak. Rambling is an extremely versatile part
of our glorious form of communication and has many uses to show off such versatility.
These uses range from getting a simple chuckle out of someone, to stalling for time and
improvising as you wait for your co-star to remember their line as you film the next
Oscar award winning movie. Speaking of Oscar award winning movies, have you seen
“The Dark Knight”, starring English actor Christian Charles and Philip Bale as
Batman/Bruce Wayne, and Heath Andrew Ledger as Joker? If you want my two cents
about it, its easily one of my favorite movies of all time, right behind Matt Reeves’ “The
Batman” (2022). Speaking of, Matt Reeves’ “The Batman” (2022) was an absolutely
astounding film. The cinematography perfectly captured the dark and run-down
atmosphere of a crazed Gothem, the performance of Robert Pattinson as Batman
portraying him as the nightcrawling vigilante filled with the need to find the next clue is
one in a million. Not to mention the fantastic car scene! Although that’s besides the
point. The point I’m trying to make is that rambling is one of the many beautiful ways to
communicate. If you want proof, I just rambled for the better part of an entire
introduction paragraph, yet you stuck around to read the rest.

As you can see, rambling is amazing, rambling
is beautiful, rambling…is art. Take a moment to
study this art piece, see how the artist wandered
around the canvas with the paint? Notice how
the colors seem to have little to no correlation
with each other, yet are so connected, or how
there seems to be no set pallet or even reason
for the piece. One might argue that this piece of
art itself is rambling. Speaking of art, the BLINK
festival of light and art is coming up from October
13th to October 16th. This festival stretches 30

blocks around Cincinnati and shows many talented artist’s pieces using light as their
paint and Cincinnati as their canvas. The
picture to the right shows one of the many
demonstrations of the mystical art created for
the BLINK festival. Speaking of blink, you are
now manually blinking. Blinking is used to
rehydrate your eyeballs, and why else would
you need to rehydrate your eyeballs other than



if salt got in them. Speaking of salt, did you know that the first known salt shaker
debuted in 1858? Its crazy to think that people lived for more than 1858 years without a
proper way to shake their salt onto their foods. Speaking of foods, did you know that
sweet potatoes are projected to be in abundance this season? According to
theproducenews.com, “Farm Fresh Produce looks to a promising sweet potato season”.
But that’s not important right now! Whats important is how beautiful Rambling can be, I
would go as far as to call it an artform. I did just explain the upcoming art festival, the
history of the salt shaker, and the projected plentiful harvest of sweet potatoes! So many
topics covered and stories told with just a few sentences.

In short, Rambling is art. The ability to have so many different things
communicated to others with nothing but a few sentences with rough connections is
amazing to say the least. If rambling is possible with words, what can humanity do with
this in the future?


